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NEWS UPDATE
Ministry of Irrigation got new
Minister

As a new cabinet formed under the
premiership of Mr Pushpa Kamal Dahal
on August 4th, 2016, Mr Deepak Giri
is appointed as a new minister into the
Ministry of Irrigation on August 28th,
2016. Department of Irrigation organized
a special function on August 30th 2016 to
welcome the newly appointed honorable
minister of irrigation. On the occasion,
honorable minister expressed to support
all the employees of the department for
achieving goals of the department. He also
wished to create a favorable environment
from all concerned staff to execute the
work as per annual programs. Honorable
minister was warmly received by the high
ranking officials of the department in the
presence of all officials. During the function,
then Director General, Mr. Sushil Chadra
Tiwari, presented a brief introduction of
the department along with its current
activities and future plans. In the program,
short introduction of all the officials and
employees present at the function was also
carried on.
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New Director General at DoI
As per decision made on October 24th,
2016, Mr Rajendra Prasad Adhikary has
been appointed as new Director General
of Department of Irrigation. Mr. Adhikari
formerly worked as regional director of
Central Regional Irrigation Directorate
(CRID). With the decision made on same
date, the DG of DoI, Mr Sushil Chandra
Tiwari has been transferred to Ministry of
Irrigation as a Joint Secretary. A welcome
function was organized in the department
on 24th October, 2016. In the function,
the newly appointed DG expressed to
receive cooperation from all officials
of the department during his tenure as
a Director General in the department
which eventually will ease to achieve the
goal of the department. Mr. Ashok Singh,
Deputy Director General, congratulated
newly appointed DG and also wished
his successful tenure in the department.
Editorial group of Irrigation Newsletter
also expresses congratulation to the newly
appointed director general and wish him
successful tenure.

Dawadi has been transferred to WRRTC,
Babar Mahal, as Director of Centre. Mr.
Krishna Belbase, DDG-Surface Irrigation
and Machinary Management Division
has been posted as DDG- Programme,
Monitoring and Evaluation Division of DoI.
Mr. Ashok Singh DDG-Planning Division has
been posted to DDG - Surface Irrigation
and Machinery Management Division of
DoI. Mr. Saroj Pandit, Project Director,
Sikta Irrigation Project has been posted
as Deputy Director General of Planning
Division of the Department and Mr. Ramesh
Basnet has been tranfer to Sikta Irrigation
Project as its project director. Mr. Prakash
Chandra Pokharel has been appointed as
DDG of DWIDM. He was formerly Regional
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Similarly, some changes has been made in
a few posts of the department. The Project
Director of Community Managed Irrigated
Agriculture Sector Project (CMIASP), Mr.
Kaushal Kishor Jha has been transferred
to Department of Water Induced Disaster
Management (DWIDM) as a Deputy
Director General. Mr. Noor Muhammad
Khan, Deputy Director General, DWIDM
has been transferred to CMIASP as Project
Director. Director of Water Resources
Research and Training Centre (WRRTC)
Mr. Maheshwar Narasingh K.C. has been
transferred as Director of Central Regional
Irrigation Directorate.DDG of DoI,Ms.Sarita
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Editorial
Journey up to the 100th Number
Today 100th issue is on your hand with its long way struggles
to come at its present form. Its first publication appeared as
Irrigation Management Newsletter, tri-annually from December,
1989 (2046 BS). Editorial Board was of four members led by
Mr. Rishiram Sharma Neupane, then SDE of DoI, deputed chief
of Research and Training Branch under Irrigtaion Management
and Water Utilization Division. The first few issues continued
as ‘Irrigation Management Newsletter’. Then the name was
changed to ‘Irrigation Newsletter Bimonthly’ with a view of
covering a broad aspects of Nepal’s Irrigation activities from
its eighth issue. It continued as sole forum of Irrigation of
Nepal presenting the news and views in irrigation sector and
continued publishing bimonthly with its newly started coedition in Nelpali version named ‘Sinchai Gatibidhi’ quarterly
in 1994. Till its 47th issue in July-October of 1999, it continued
its bimonthly issues. From its 48th no it is also converted with
as quarterly as its Nepali co-edition. Its issues as well as of
Sichai Gatibidhi were made tri-annual again from October
2001onward.
In the chronological order, views and feature articles covering
wide area of irrigation related topics such as policy related
to water resources, irrigation development agenda, Irrigation
infrastructure development, sectoral issues, policy adopted
on irrigation management transfer, participatory irrigation
management, joint management issues, strengthening of water
users’ association as institution, irrigation service fee, working
modality, climate change and its impact and coping with,
conjunctive use of ground water for irrigation and so many
other numerous articles are the major topics covered by the
scholars in irrigation and water resources sectors.
From the date of its first issue, its physical appearance has much
improved, but its content has hardly been maintained. Till date,
the newsletter has its short history of about twenty seven
years, but importance of its continuity is still much favoured,
as the paper notably bears news and views on irrigation as a
documentation that reflects the historical details of various
activities attemped in the past in irrigation sector.With cursory
review of these news and views we can have general ideas
about the past trend in sectoral development of irrigation in
Nepal. The view are continued to flow in as we proceed our
thinking on developmental and management activities as an
congregation of irrigation development activities carried out.
With its coverage to wider subscribers via publication we look
forward to focus on news and articles related to experiences of
WUA and their participation, water management and system
rehabilitation, experiences in improving tube well irrigation
performance, best practices and cost effective approaches
for small and medium scale irrigation development including
important events in irrigation activities. 
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Director of Mid-Western Regional Irrigation Directorate. Director
of Far Western Regional Irrigation Directorate Mr. Krishna Nepal has
been transferred to Mid-Western Regional Irrigation Directorate as
Director. Mr, Mahendra Prasad Badu has been appointed as Director
of Far Western Regional Irrigation Directorate.

Observation tour of Irrigation Minister
Honorable Minister of Irrigation, Mr Deepak Giri visited various
irrigation projects of Dang district of Mid-Western region of Nepal
from September 6th to 9th, 2016.. Director General of Department
of Water Induced Disaster Management, Mr Madhukar Rajbhandary,
Deputy Director Generals (DDGs) of DoI Mr. Ashok Singh and Mr.
Churna Bahadur Oli and other high ranking officials of Ministry
of Irrigation (MoI) and DoI also joined this observation visit.
During the visit, honorable minister observed Praganna Badkapath
Irrigation Project and flood affected areas of Rapti and Babai rivers.
. He was involved in selecting potential sites for launching Extended
Dang Valley Irrigation Development Programme. He emphasized of
immediate action and field survey work for the Dang valley irrigation
development program.
On the other occasion, the Secretary of Ministry of Irrigation, Mr
Gajendra Kumar Thakur along with high officials from department of
irrigation visited flood affected areas of Mahakali Irrigation ProjectIII phase in the 2nd week of August, 2016. During the visit Secretary
Mr Thakur also inspected the construction work progress of the
project.
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Irrigation Minister with Nepali Delegates
participated in 2nd World Irrigation Forum
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water management, which is key to both food and water security.
On that occasion, honourable Irrigation Minister of Nepal delivered
his speech.
DDG Mr. Lohanee led the team in 67th International Executive
Committee (IEC) meeting. The meeting has approved vice
chairmanship of Mr. Madhav Belbase from Nepal to ICID for four
years’ term from 2016-19 with additional two from different
nationalities. Mr Belbase is currently working as a Joint Secretary
in Water and Engergy Commission Secretariat (WECS) and was
a former Director General of Department of Irrigation. The
meeting also approved 18th Asian Regional Conference of ICID at
Kathmandu, Nepal in March 2018. Further, the meeting decided the
location and time for 69, 70 and 71th IEC meetings. It also approved
on announcing 25 international irrigation heritage sites in 5 different
countries.

Review meeting of 3rd Trimester and Annual
Progress of FY 2072/73 held
Second World Irrigation Forum (WIF2) was successfully organized
at Chiang Mai of Thailand from 6 to 8th November, 2016. In
the forum, Neplese delegation was led by honorable Irrigation
Minister, Mr Deepak Giri. DDG Mr Bashu Dev Lohanee, SDE Mr.
Suresh Sharma and SDE Mr. Gautam Thakur from DoI were the
members of Delegates. The theme of the convention was “Water
Management in a Changing World: Role of Irrigation for Sustainable
Food Production”.

On August 29th, 2016, a review meeting of 3rd trimester and
annual progress of FY 2072/73 was held in Ministry of Irrigation
(MoI). The meeting was chaired by Honorable Irrigation Minister,
Deepak Giri. In the meeting, Secretary of MoI, Mr. Gajendra Kumar
Thakur, joint secretaries, Mr. Madhav Belbase, Mr. Sagar Kumar Rai,
then DG of DoI, Mr Sushil Chandra Tiwari, former DG of DWIDM,
Mr. Niranjan Dev Pandey, DDGs of DWIDM, Project Directors of
various projects under DoI and DWIDM and high ranking officials
of MoI, DoI and DWIDM were also present.The meeting reviewed
on annual and third trimestral progresses of various projects under
MoI, DoI and DWIDM. In the meeting the then DG of DoI, Sushil
Chadra Tiwari presented overall trimestral and annual progresses
of DoI and its various projects and programmes for the fiscal year
2072/73. According to the progress report, physical progress of the
period rated 87% and financial progress was of 80%. During the
period, DoI had 19 projects under first priority and 6 projects under
2nd priority. Out of which, 16 projects under 1st priority could
achieved above 80% progress. Similarly out of 6, second priority
projects all could achieved above 80% progress. Projects under
national pride namely Bheri Babai Diversion Multipurpose Project,
Sikta Irrigation Project, Rani Jamara Kulariya Irrigation Project and
Babai Irrigation Project achieved 99.53, 84.69, 91.10 and 98.10 per
cent progress respectively during FY 2072/73.

The convention was attended by over 1,200 participants from
56 countries representing various disciplines including Ministers,
farmers, researchers, international scientific community members,
engineers, industrialists, academicians, policy makers and irrigation
managers. Opening ceremony of the mega event was held on 5th
November, 2016, with paying tribute to recently demised Late
King of Thailand. The ceremony was inaugurated by Thai Minister
of Agriculture and Cooperatives, H.E. General Chatchai Sarikulya.
During the convention, a high level advisory group on Partnership
for Agriculture Water Management was announced on 6th
November in presence of Ministers from Bhutan, Combodia, China,
Ethiopia, Indonesia, Laos, Nepal and Thailand, with a view to support
the member countries of ICID in achieving sustainable development
goal (SDG) and share experiences in target related to agriculture
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100th Issue of Irrigation Newsletter
Irrigation Newsletter is publishing its 100th issue and is thankful
to its subscribers for their support. The news bulletin started its
publication from Dec 1989 trimesterly as 'Irrigation Management
Newsletter'. The first issue was published from Irrigation
Management Training Centre, Pokhara with the effort of editorial
group led by Mr. Rishi Ram Sharma Neupane, former SDE of IMWU
Division under DoI. Since then, it is continuing its publication. From
1994 onwards, Nepali version of bulletin called 'Sinchai Gatibidhi'
started to publish as co edition of the bulletin. According to Mr
Neupane, it was published with a view to disseminate irrigation
development and management activities, practices, experiences,
learning and innovations among wide range of stakeholders. Mr.
Neupane also mentioned, on his talk with member of editors that
in the beginning, there were many constraints like materials, low
budget for the publication and less interest among the stakeholders.
Now according to him it has improved much more with its coloured
pages and increased number of article writers. In this occasion
editorial group of Irrigation Newsletter expresses its best wishes
to its contributors of news and articles. It also expresses special
thanks to its former editors for their rendered services in the past
to keep it on.

Gabionet Environmental Solutions Inc, Nepal, Er. Kishore Man Joshi.
Gabionet Environmental Solutions Inc. is also a sponsor of the talk
programme. Presenting a brief introduction of Gabionet technology
and its applicability in engineering constructions in the context of
Nepal, Er. Joshi has elaborated its wide use and application in other
parts of the world. He also explained about innovative attempt
to adapt such technology which helps on checking additional
environmental degradation in Nepalese context. At the end of talk
programme Er. Joshi answered the inquiries rose from the floor. At
the beginning, INPIM Nepal president Mr. Suman Sijapati briefly
talked about the various activities recently carried out by INPIM
Nepal.

TRAININGS/WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS
Orientation Training for New Engineers
A nine days’ orientation training programme for newly appointed
DoI Engineers has been organized in DoI from September 29th to
October 7th, 2016. On the inaugural session of the programme,
then DG of DoI and chief guest of the program, Mr. Sushil Chadra
Tiwari, congratulated to all the participants and expresses his wish
as the training program will help the participants to understand
general knowledge about the orgaization of DoI and its various
sub organizations and their various activities, working modality,
adopted rules, regulations and policies. He also mentioned that the
knowledge gained during the training will help participants to cope
with the situation in the field. Special guest and DG of DWIDM,
Mr Madhukar Rajbhandary, in this brief speech expresses that the
training program will be fruitful to all participants which is a prime
objective of the the training.The special guest of the programme and
DDG of DoI Mr. Bashu Dev Lohanee welcomed all the participants
to the training program and focused on the content of the training.
He mentioned about its design and importance of its each content.

15th INPIM Nepal Talk Programme
International Network on Participatory Irrigation Management
Nepal (INPIM Nepal) conducted its 15th talk programme on
“Use of Flexible Hydraulic Structures in Irrigation” on September
11th, 2016 at Rato Baithak of Hotel Himalaya, Kopundole. The
introductory paper was presented by Managing Director of
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The first session of the first day was attended by the DDG Mr
Bashu Dev Lohanee and presented on General Introduction to
Department of Irrigation, its brief historical background and its
recently updated organization structure. Similarly DDGs of DoI has
introduced to participants with their respective divisions, working
modalities, present activities. The chief of administrative section,
financial administrative section and legal advisory section also
instructed the participants with their respective works and activities
being carried out. Moreover the chiefs of various ongoing projects/
programmes under DoI had instructed about brief introduction to
their project, activities carried outs and the progress made during
various phases. In addition to that, instructors from Department
of Water Induced Disaster Management, instrtucted the training
participants with their respective divisions/ sub organizations’ brief
introductions, working modality, organization and different activities
carried out. In addition, various irrigation experts also delivered
ideas on construction management, quality control, sustainable
irrigation management, institutional development, gender equality
and social inclusion and technical auditing etc.
During the training program a field observation tour was also
organized. During the field visit, participants visited Laboratory of
DWIDM, ICIMOD Training and Research Centre at Godavari. In
addition, participants also visited Ta:Dha Irrigation System, a typical
farmer managed system at Thecho VDC, Lalitpur district.

Mid July -Mid Nov., 2016

Hari Dutta Poudel, Division Chief, Tanahu Irrigation Development
Division, On that occasion, the study team observed various Nonconventional Irrigation Technologies developed in Jain Irrigation
Institute, like Solar Lift Pumps, Drip Irrigation, Sprinkler Irrigation,
Tissue culture and other agriculture technologies. The team is
expected to contribute of gained knowledge in Nepalese context
with its appropriate application.

FEATURE ARTICLES
Revised Organisation of Federated WUA of
Kankai Irrigation System, Panchgacchi, 2016

 RRS Neupane *
Introduction
Kankai Irrigation System is located in Jhapa District of Nepal.
Under IWRMP the system was rehabilitated in terms of Physical,
Institutional and water management performance improvement.
After rehabilitation all, 22 branch canals have been transferred to
Water Users Association which was strengthened in managerial and
technical capacity during program implementation. The WUA was
formed and registered in 2050/8/16. The WUA office is located in
Panchgachhi.

In the closing ceremony of the training program, Mr. Sushil
Chandra Tiwari, Director General of DoI distributed certificate
to all the participants. On the ceremony, Mr. Tiwari congratulated
all the participants and wished that the participants will apply the
knowledge gained during the training in their respective field work.
During the ceremony, DDG, Mr. Bashu Dev Lohanee also expressed
his wishes to the new engineers for their successful career in the
department. From participants, Mr. Jitendra Sahani expressed general
views about the training program and its contents and experiences.

Study tour
organized

of

Non-conventional

Irrigation

A week long study tour was conducted on non-conventional
irrigation technology at Jain Irrigation Institute, Jalgaon, Maharashtra
of India, from 26 to 31st July, 2016. Three members delegate from
DoI, participated in the program namely, coordinator of Nonconventional Irrigation Project, Mr. Devraj Niraula, Coordinator,
Non-Conventional Irrigation Project, Mr.Andi Prakash Bhatta, Senior
Divisional Hydrogeologist, Groundwater Irrigation Division and Mr.

The Water Users Association, federated with twenty two (22)
Branch Committees and 181 Tertiary level committees of Kankai
Irrigation System. Recently, it completed its sixth election, 2016
through which all three level executive committees are in place. The
recent election procedures used the guidelines of WUA Formation
and Operation Working Procedures, 2072 enforced by Ministery of
Irrigation (MOI). The WUA capacity is being strengthened under
IWRMP till June 2018.
Representation and Committee Formation
The representation and committee formation activities start from
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the lowest unit of irrigation canal net works i.e. Tertiary Canal
Committees, then moves up to Main Canal Committee through
Branch Canal Committees.
Tertiary Canal Committees (TCC) Formation: At each tertiary
canal, a Tertiary Canal Committee (TCC) is formed by Users
Assembly which is a mass of irrigation users who have paid irrigation
service fee, hold land in TCC commanded area and have taken
membership of WUA. One executive committee is formed out of
one Chairperson, one Vice Chairperson, one Secretary, 3 Branch
Canal level General Assembly member.
Branch Canal Committee Formation : Branch canal level organization
is composed of one Branch Canal General Assembly (Upper house)
and the another Branch canal executive committee (lower house).
The executive committee consists of 9 members ( one Chairperson,
one Vice Chairperson, one Secretary, one Treasure and 5 elected
members from 5 blocks of branch Canals). Branch canal General
Assembly is composed of three representatives from each tertiary
canal.
Main Canal Committee (MCC): Main canal committee is composed
of 15 members: 4 elected executives (Chairperson,Vice Chairperson,
Secretary and Treasures) by GA which is formed out of all tertiary
level (181) elected GA members. Ten (10) members are elected
from 5 blocks formed out of 22 branch canals and ex- Chairperson
nominated as ex-officio.
General Assembly (GA) :The General Assembly of Kankai WUA is
composed of GA members elected from all tertiary canal level. From
among these GA members, four executive posts (Chairpersons,
Vice Chairpersons, Secretary and Treasure) are fulfilled by election.
Voters are all GA members of WUA .
Important Features of Kankai WUA
The followings are the important key features of Kankai WUA.
1. Ensured women representation: WUA ensurred women
representation by 33% at each level of organization. The
treasurer post at each level is reserved for women, likewise,
among member representatives, certain quota for women is also
reserved
2. Evolutionary process in WUA development: WUA organization
and representation Crafting followed by past experience of the
members.This is their sixth election in which WUA members sat
down together and reviewed past problems in sustaining their
WUA functions. Through this election, WUA members crafted
organizational structures as seen in the attached table.
3. Autonomous branch committee: Branch Committee has its
own GA to make internal decisions of branch canal operation,
maintenance and management. Its own GA is formed by
representation of 3 separate GA members from each TCC.
4. WUA election is held under the WUA empowerment process
guideline: WUA Formation and Operation Working Procedure,
2072, issued by Mministry of Irrigation.
5. The WUA is a complete democratic representation, inclusiveness
and balanced organization with decentralized work decision and
procedure
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* Mr. Neupane is Deputy Team Leader, TA-B, IWRMP

Department of Irrigation of Nepal: Facing the
challenges of change

 Dr. Prachanda Pradhan**
Agriculture is main stay of Nepal. 30 percent of GDP and over 60
percent people are dependent on agriculture. Provision of irrigation
for sustained agriculture development becomes an important
ingredient. Nepal has interesting history of irrigation development
and Department of irrigation has gone through an interesting
periods of social, institutional, technological and management
changes since its establishment back in 1952.
Nepal started large scale public sector irrigation systems only
in 1930s like Chandra Nahar in Saptri and Judah Nahar in Sarlai
.However, they were managed in a decentralized manner .There were
many state sponsored irrigation systems called “Raj Kulo” in those
days. They were looked after by the then local state organizations
for their annual operation and maintenance.
In the hills of Nepal, special officials called Ditha and Subba were
appointed at District level who would be in charge of those
irrigation systems. In those days, dedicated irrigation offices were
not established. For Public Works activities, office called “ Chemdel”
was established and it also looks after irrigation development and
management as well.
Later on, irrigation development, operation and management
were tied in with revenue collection. Zamindars (in terai) and
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Jimwalls (in hills) are made in charge of land revenue collection.
Each jimmawal and Zamindar is allocated amount of land revenue
to be collected from that particular area. They are allowed to
get certain percentage of revenue collection as their service fee.
In case they fail to collect the stipulated amount of land revenue,
those jimawals and Zamindars were made responsible to make up
deficit amount from their own resources. Hence, they were very
particular about the agriculture activities including the irrigation
systems. If agriculture production fails, land revenue collection will
be difficult. Hence, the Jimawals and Zamindars take initiative to
have the irrigation channels desilting and clean in time for paddy
cultivation.The rest of Irrigation management like water acquisition,
distribution, maintenance, conflict resolution would be done by the
farming community themselves. In many cases, special people are
assigned to look after the irrigation systems and their maintenance.
They were given certain facilities for the performance of irrigation
maintenance and management.The statue promulgated by King Ram
Saha of Gorkha mentioned that water related conflicts are to be
resolved at the community level. Hence, all water related activities
are to be undertaken at the community level. He encouraged to
have decentralized water resources development in Nepal. Farmer
Managed Irrigation Systems are based on these principles.
In other cases, irrigation management is taken care by the local
religious trust called “ Guthi”. Such examples are found in the
irrigation systems of Chapagaun, Thaibo villages of Lalitpur district.
Agriculture production is taken as every body’s responsibility. In
the district, the Bada Hakims and even military camps are made
responsible to help the irrigation systems rehabilitate at the time
of paddy cultivation. It is reported that the Kodkukhola Irrigation
system of Lalitpur district would be helped frequently by army
camp of Lagankhel in case the temporary diversion weir could
not be constructed by the local water users. Hence, it shows that
contribution towards agriculture production is the responsibility of
everybody.
During the Rana administration , they did not come up with irrigation
development policy as such except construction of some of those
irrigation systems like Chandra Nahar and JudhaNahar. Local people
were encouraged to construct irrigation channels on their own
and government would exempt land revenue for 3-5 years. After
that , that land will be converted into Aaul land1 . With out direct
investment on irrigation development, the Rana administration
would increase its revenue by changing the land status for revenue
collection.
Farmer managed irrigation systems are the national heritage
of Nepal. Almost 70 percent of irrigated area is managed by
the farmers community. These systems are known as systems
developed, maintained and managed by the local farmers
themselves. The system is their property and managed collectively.
Water is considered as the community property. Such system has
recognition by the government only in 1980s. However, with the
introduction of Basic Need fulfillment Policy of late 1980:s, FMIS
became candidate for improvement and rehabilitation with the
support of the government. Now, many donor agencies have been
supporting these systems for improvement. One of the interesting
features is that the government has taken the policy that those
FMIS will remain as farmer managed even after rehabilitation with
the support of donors and government.
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Changes in the priority of the irrigation systems and investment
portfolio

Over period of time,investment in irrigation sector through public
funding has increased. In late 70’ and 80s, large scale systems were
developed. Nepal has now 1.3 million ha of irrigated land out of 1.7.
Million ha potential irrigable area. Now irrigation facility development
in the remaining potential irrigable area calls for higher level
technical and financial challenges. Now Department of Irrigation
has changed its role from constructing and managing the surface
and some ground water irrigation systems to new adaptation of
non-conventional irrigation technologies. DOI has changed its role
from irrigation water management to water resources distribution
for the benefit to the marginal farmers and deprived group of
farmers. Non –Conventional irrigation systems like drip, sprinkle,
solar pumps, traddlepumps were promoted where water scarcity
prevail or water availability has been a major problem.
Department of Irrigation has change its role from only infrastructure
development to socio-economic change agent through making
irrigation water equitable distribution among all sectors of people
both rich and marginal farmers to better cultivated land to marginal
lands as well. Department of Irrigation is making effort in its policy
and program to have inclusive policy and gender equality. They are
very appreciable directions that DOI is moving forward yet there
are many challenges that DOI has to face.
New challenges and new approaches:

Water resources management is a dynamic process which is
influenced now by the climate change and population growth.Water
resources are getting scarce and the allocation of water in irrigation
sector is also comparatively decreasing to meet for the expansion
of irrigated area and cope with increasing food production for
growing population.
Department of Irrigation now has entered into high level multisector water resources management approach through inter-basin
water transfer for expansion of irrigated area and hydropower
generation through the head gain from the water transfer from
one basin to another. One inter-basin water transfer project
called Bheri-Babai Basin transfer project is under construction and
another project called Sunkoshi-Marin Khola for Bagmati Basin is
under final study which will have both irrigation facility development
as well as hydropower generation. Organization is yet to be decided
whether DOI is also looking after hydropower management or only
take the royalty for department by assigning the management to
other agency.This also may ask whether the Basin transfer program
be handled by the existing DOI or need to create another entity
to consider basin transfer program separately with an approach of
integrated basin water resources management.
Within five decades of Department of Irrigation history, it has gone
through many change cycles. Every time, it has proven that it can
accept new challenges. Along with these changes, Department of
Irrigation now should develop its own a strong Research wing
and linkages with other research institutions within Nepal and
elsewhere.
___________________
1

Land classification is made into four categories like aaul, doyam,
sim and Char based on the water availability and land type. Round
the year irrigated land is called aaul and high land revenue will be
collected in such land.
** Dr. Pradhan is Patron of Farmer Managed Irrigation Systems
Promotion Trust, Kathmandu, Nepal
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
2017 6th International Conference on Climate Change and
Humanity (ICCCH 2017) - Ei Geobase 8th to 10th January
2017, Penang, Malaysia, Website: http://www.iccch.org/, Contact
person: Ms. Lydia. Liu, Organized by: CBEES, Deadline for
abstracts/proposals: 5th November 2016
International Conference on Biodiversity, Climate Change
Assessment and Impacts on Livelihood 10th to 12th January
2017, Kathmandu, Nepal, Website: http://icbcl17.org, Contact
person: Prof. Mohan Siwakoti,
Deadline for abstracts/
proposals: 30th September 2016
2017 International Conference on Studies in Architecture, Civil,
Construction and Environmental Engineering (SACCEE-17) Jan.
10-11, 2017 Bali (Indonesia), 10th to 11th January 2017, Bali,
Indonesia, Website: http://earcee.org/conference/SACCEE-2017,
Contact person: Ms. Eva THOMAS Organized by: Eminent
Association of Researchers in Civil & Environmental Engineering
5th International Conference on Agricultural, Environmental and
Civil Engineering (AECE-2017) PHUKET - Thailand Jan. 18-19,
2017, 18th to 19th January 2017, Phuket,Thailand,Website: http://
aece.eacbee.org/, Contact person: Alissa Matthew, Organized
by: Emirates Association of Chemical, Biological & Environment
Engineers.
2017 Bali International Conference on Civil, Disaster Management
and Environmental Sciences (CDMES-17) BALI – INDONESIA,
2nd to 3rd February 2017, Bali, Indonesia,Website: http://cecees.

org/conference/164, Contact person: Jessica Pinto Organized
by: International Centre of Excellence in Civil Engineering and
Environmental Sciences
2017 8th International Conference on Environmental Science and
Development (ICESD 2017) 8th to 10th February 2017, Frankfurt,
Germany, Website: http://www.icesd.org/, Contact person: Ms
Eve Lee, Organized by: Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences,
Germany, Deadline for Abstracts/ proposals: 5th December 2016
2017 3rd International Conference on Biotechnology and
Agriculture Engineering (ICBAE 2017), 28th to 30th March
2017, Osaka, Japan, Website: http://www.icbae.org/, Contact
person: Ms. Mickie Gong, Organized by: CBEES, Deadline for
abstracts/proposals: 20th December 2016
2017 7th International Seminar on Irrigation in Local Adaptation
and Resilience, 11th to 12th April, 2017, Kathmandu, Nepal,
Website: http://www.fmistnepal.wordpress.com, Contact person:
Mr. Sushil Subedi, Seminar Coordinator, subedi.s@gmail.com,
Organized by Farmer Managed Irrigation System Promotion
Trust (FMISPT), Kathmandu, Deadline for abstracts: 15th
February, 2017
2017 7th International Conference on Environment Science and
Engineering (ICESE 2017), 11th to 13th April 2017, Seoul, Korea
(south), Website: http://www.icese.org/, Contact person: Ms. Iris
Tang, Organized by: CBEES, Deadline for abstracts/proposals: 1st
December 2016
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